TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

SHIFTING ENGINEERING OURSOURCING

Traditional engineering outsourcing in the oil and gas industry has been focused predominantly on onsite staffing or,
at best, near-shore outsourcing (resources located close to
customer offices, but not at their site). It has been largely tactical, with the companies reaching out to suppliers to take care
of peak requirements. Engineering outsourcing was random,
tactical-based, and, mostly, not by design.
New market forces are creating the need for greater discipline in engineering outsourcing. The senior management is
looking to outsourcing more strategically. They find that global
outsourcing of certain aspects of R&D allows access to experts
and engineering talent cost-effectively. By accessing the vast talent pool of engineers, scientists and software people, in countries like India, a company can position itself strategically in the
technology arena to be competitive.
STRATEGIC OUTSOURCING

A company planning to outsource engineering activity, and
globalize its engineering effort, should first define its core and
non-core engineering activities in all technology areas. Once
the company has identified the non-core activities, the question is to whom, and where, to outsource? Local and global
engineering service providers with a footprint in the geographies with a strong engineering talent base emerge as obvious choices. However, factors such as cultural differences,
functional knowledge, domain knowledge, capacity, and ability to scale up, should be the key factors that drive the selection. Such a process shifts the outsourcing focus from seeking
a tactical or a convenient supplier to a strategic, trusted partner. The process of identifying and outsourcing work evolves
into a more collaborative effort between the company and the
service provider.
To gain a deeper perspective on what to outsource, and how
to outsource, we will examine the outsourcing issues in the four
main functions of technology: research, development, sustaining engineering, and technical services, Fig. 2.
In the past, these four areas have been considered the “core
crown jewels” of the company, and guarded carefully, due to inFig. 2. Typical technology spend in the four technology areas of a
company.
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tellectual property and competitive issues. It was unthinkable to
consider outsourcing any of these activities. But this landscape
is changing.
Outsourcing opportunities in research. In any company,
research is considered a core activity, as it involves discovering
or inventing new knowledge to develop products and services
that give the company a competitive advantage. Research is rich
in intellectual property, and can be fuzzy in scope and specifications. The usual thinking is that, in the research phase, there is
very limited scope to outsource. While this is partly true, there
are many opportunities to outsource tasks, work packages or
some activities. The initial stages of concept development and
feasibility are high in domain content, and require experts to
address them. And this is the phase in which IP is created. But
once the feasibility is completed, the next stages that follow are
similar to a development project.
The design phase of the project generates a large number of
engineering tasks, which are candidates for outsourcing. This
could include drafting, modeling, engineering analysis (FEA,
CFD, simulations), and documentation. Normally, a research
project goes through more iterations than a typical development project. Thus, it makes more sense to outsource the tedious task of engineering.
The main issue in choosing the outsourcing service partner
is trust: will that party maintain confidentiality, and protect the
IP? Service providers handle the IP in two ways:
1. In cases where the service provider creates the IP as a part
of the project, then it is assigned to the company.
2. In cases where the service provider brings their own IP
to the project, then it is handled through a commercial
arrangement.
Outsourcing opportunities in development. The main
performance measures in a development project are quality,
speed, and on-budget and on-time delivery. During each step of
the development process, such as concept generation, design,
prototyping, testing and documentation, there are several activities that can be outsourced as either tasks or work packages.
The goal should be to meet or exceed the performance measures. One way to achieve this goal is by outsourcing and globalizing execution; leveraging time zones; and using internal and
external (outsourced) experts to innovate and design. Using
the service provider to perform more tedious and voluminous
tasks, such as drafting, modeling, analyses and documentation,
will lower costs and shorten the cycle time, Fig. 3.
Strategic outsourcing can improve the execution and overall
efficiency of a development project. Some projects may require
professionals, with varied domain knowledge and engineering
skills for a limited time. It is not cost-effective to source these
resources internally, if their utilization is not high.
Outsourcing opportunities in sustaining engineering.

Fig. 3. Typical development cycle
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A typical OFS company must support
hundreds of thousands of products and
components. These products are the
“bread and butter” of the company. Billions of dollars will have gone into developing these products, and they have to
be maintained, improved and expanded
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on an ongoing basis. Generally, the number of projects in sustaining engineering is very large, and resources are stretched to
manage the required tasks.
Sustaining effort can easily consume the best and brightest
of the engineering resources, burden the technology organization, and hamper innovation. The problem is compounded
by the fact that the workforce is aging, and knowledge workers are retiring at a rapid pace. In addition, there is a shortage
of engineers and scientists graduating from schools, who can
eventually take their places. Capacity and capability of qualified employees is the real issue. Another problem is the cost of
sustaining engineering. Sustaining engineering, if not properly
managed, could engulf a major share of the technology budget.
All of these issues make sustaining engineering an ideal candidate for outsourcing.
A majority of the work in sustaining engineering is non-core
and IP issues are either minimal or non-existent. Typically, sustaining work falls into two categories: first is the real, large volume of low-end work, such as drafting, modeling, analysis and
documentation. This type of work is ideally suited for offshore,
where there is a large capacity of low-cost resource. The second category is a little high-end work that would require some
domain knowledge. This type of work would require both local and offshore resources. The local resources would provide
some of the domain content, and the offshore resources would
perform the bulk of the work. Depending on the level of maturity of offshore resources, they can also add domain content.
Examples of the second type of sustaining engineering include:
• Requests from the field for engineering changes. Field
operations groups require changes to designs, due to customer requests, improvements to products, obsolescence
and other reasons. Tasks required for making the engineering changes could involve design, drafting or modeling, analysis and documentation, depending on the nature
of the work. Figure 4 shows an example of a part that has
been modified to suit a customer requirement.
• Customization. In these projects, products are modified
specifically for a customer well or a project. These could involve material, manufacturing process, and design changes
to the parts, to meet specific customer requirements and
specifications. A customization project may involve one or
more products. In a well completions project, customization could involve modifying an entire downhole assembly to suit well conditions. Figure 5 shows an example of
a generic design of a product that was modified, per customer specification.
• Platform development. In this case, the outsourcing
partner takes on the bulk of the responsibility for expanding the product family. The customer generally has an
existing product or design. The job would be to take that
design or product, and expand the product family by adding more sizes, etc. This is a typical high-end engineering
project, requiring the outsourcing provider to design new
assemblies and components. All the part drawings and 3D
models will have to be developed, and FEA, CFD and other analysis may have to be performed. The design will have
to be documented in a product data management system,
and all the support manuals will have to be developed.
Figure 6 shows four sizes of a tool that were added to the
product family, starting with one basic size.

• Turnkey projects. The highest level of sustaining engineering is required for turnkey projects. In many cases, it
is similar to a new product development. The outsourcing partner would get the scope of work, and the product
specifications from the company. It would then be the responsibility of the outsourcing partner to come up with
the concepts, get them approved by the company, and
then do the detailed design. The project would involve
the usual activities of generating the drawings; models;
assembly and installation drawings; analysis; and engineering documentation. In some cases, it could involve
making the prototypes and performing the testing. IP
issues, if any, would be handled, similar to what was discussed earlier. Figure 7 shows an example of a downhole
Fig. 4. Example of a request for an engineering change.

Fig. 5. Example of a customization project

Fig. 6. Example of a platform development.
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operator training manuals; equipment assembly manuals; marketing collateral material, etc. The generation and maintenance
of these manuals can be outsourced, allowing the global technical
advisors to concentrate on supporting their customers.
We have now seen that one or more of the four main areas of
R&D can be outsourced. Sustaining engineering and portions
of development are the most popular outsourcing candidates.
Within sustaining engineering, there many areas that can be
outsourced. The ability to create value depends on the type
of activity. Different companies are comfortable with different
forms or levels of outsourcing. Figure 8 illustrates the value
created, and ease of outsourcing, for the various technology activities. The activities in the left quadrants are easy to outsource
and can create varying degrees of value.

Fig. 7. Example of a turnkey project.

Fig. 8. Matrix of value to customer and ease of outsourcing.
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OUTSOURCING OPTIONS

Managers of OFS companies should not only determine
what to outsource (core vs. non-core), but also where, and to
whom, to outsource and what activity.
Ease of outsourcing is based on the following major factors:
• Degree of interaction required
• Product and process complexity
• Discipline knowledge
• Level of domain expertise
• Capacity to scale up
• Cultural fit.
Value from outsourcing. Depending on the actual outsourcing engagement, it may be easy or hard to quantify the value
creation. Where there is a defined activity, such as a turnkey
project, it is quite easy to measure the value created. When a
whole process is outsourced, the cost before, and after, can be
identified. Soft measures, such as improvement in productivity
or speed, are harder to measure.
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tool that was developed from a simple scope and specification document.
With a proper outsourcing strategy, an OFS company can
work with a strategic outsourcing partner to take on significant parts of sustaining engineering. By doing so, the company
can lower the costs and have access to scalable capacity of a
large pool of global resources, including domain and discipline experts.
Outsourcing opportunities in technical services. A techni-

cal services group supports field operations; sales and marketing;
manufacturing; procurement; and in some cases, the end customer. The field support comes in many forms: introducing new
products, providing repair and maintenance support, assisting
sales and marketing, training etc. Providing technical assistance is
just a part of the work done by the technical advisors in a technical services group. A large part of their work involves developing
and maintaining many of the documents required to accomplish
the technology transfer. Some of the documents are manuals,
such as operations manuals; repair and maintenance manuals;

The oil and gas industry is facing many challenges. Business costs are escalating; drilling and completions are getting
more complex; regulations are becoming more stringent; and
the lead times are increasing. To meet these challenges, operators are tasking the service industry to reduce well construction
and production costs through innovation and business process
changes. Outsourcing non-core activities to strategic engineering service providers is a solution that OFS companies are using
to address the problem.
The industry is still in its infancy regarding outsourcing of
R&D. One size does not fit all, and each company will have to
develop its own unique situations. Best practices from other
industries, and lessons learned from the early adopters, can
help companies as they embark on their engineering outsourcing journey.
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